


In a month I learned:

- desperation smells like sweat

(a certain boy  comes to mind)

- and comfort smells like flowers and sweets

(God bless Bath & Body Works)

I've grown accustomed to the scent of Sweet Pea 

and can no longer bear the thought

of being tainted by the stench of someone like you.
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blink! a
breath your hand 
in mine

step and
there; that moment  
spun glass

and swallow-tails 
do you jump
first or  i?

we land
in paradise-bursts of 
flowers

laughs bright 
dragonfly-eyes and
that’s

when
i

know*

wait! don’t leave me yet
i need to tell you how
a heart can be a hand but 
also not. when
you saw that wasp you put the sweet 
slick glass of mango nectar
on the table without a second
thoug ht and in they went to drown, flies

and wasps and the very top 
of my finger —just
for a taste, and by the way
i still have  that spare kidney 
i don’t use

so when you say sometime s

i think i’ve never known anyone

 arms crossed behind your head  
blue sky , high insect-buzzing grass  
i watch the kaleidoscope of  colours  
spin under my skin and say,
you think?
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first movement strung 
patience across a bridge of  
flaccid,  iron strings

cue in the cellos  
(measu re 63), with your 
right hand , crescendo

orange garlands to
fall at our  heels- paint the stage  
bitter vibrato

now, suggest applause.  
caw to the masses , praying 
is most effective

I yearn for the touch of the dusk;
When w e can bask in the glow of a setting sun and gaze 
Outward to the horizon, sharing stories
Over cold fries and lukewarm milkshakes;
Curfew tapping its fingers on watch screens ,
But the conversation is louder  than the shouts of parents, 
Inevitably grounding us for not calling to say we’d be late.  
Nothing else matters than the warmth of a ten-degree sun  
As its light caresses our features,
The breathy voice of incoming spring whispering,
That t omor row will be
A better day.
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I had fallen in love,
as only a fourteen-year-old girl could,
my soul all in,
my heart full to bursting,
and he had definitely not fallen in love,
but I was okay to have around.
So when it was time for us to go home
after the church youth group meeting,
I would walk him home
in the dusk as it turned to night
because it was a longer walk
and I could be with him
just that little while longer,
time spent not  holding my hand,
not hugging at his door,
and definitely no metal-mouthed kisses,
but if I were  lucky,
maybe he ’d punch me on the arm.
And we walked down Miller Avenue,
oak and elm trees lining each side of the street, 
the streetlig hts glowing orange,
he was wearing his gold and black football jersey,
and I was wearing whateve r I thought
he might notice,
and it was the end of summer
and the school year had just started,
and he had a crush on some dumb cheerleader,  
and I would give  him thoughtful advice,
and we would stand awkwardly
outside his house for a while,
and then it really was time for him to go inside, 
so I’d tell him I ’d see him later,
and I’d walk back home alone.

In a Northwest Indiana bedroom,
three girls are bent over the deck of cards,  
boug ht that evening from Barnes & Noble,
the prettiest deck they had,
with soft female nudes,
vibrant colors,
shiny gold edges,
the cards shuffled
and arranged in the shape of a cross, 
laboriously looking up and reading the meaning
 of each card aloud,
The Magician, The Chariot, The Four of Staves,  
The Five of Cups reversed...
The ancient power of sight and prognostication 
being harnessed on this night
to lay bare the mind
of an oblivious teenage boy.



Heidi Pickover
in response to Tarot Reading











Rex Williams - Gold Star 
photograph

 

a photograph exploring the 
relationship between child-
hood and adolescence, and 
the complex tension felt with  
the idea of "good behaviour".

Rex Williams - Growing Pains
modroc and oil paint on A2 mountboard  
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here is the driveway where i wept into the steering wheel, 
periwinkle rain quavering, guitar case in the backseat—

the leather not yet frayed, strings like barbed wire
on calloused hands. how it lay across my lap on lonely nights,

those bars with sticky-polish wood, beer amber-sloshing 
and fuzzy neon flickers. all smudged-up mirrors and

slamming stall doors, water tipped back like shotglasses. 
sweat-soaked palms and seventeen-year-old salvation—

that bloodflow to the head as song swelled
as room hushed

as shadows spun,
eyes gleaming in the murk-light. all that rapture, the rap of
thumb on string, that rush of heat. voice trilling,
cresting, a syncopated soprano,

and afterwards, all those hands skimming the tabletop,
saying, you’ve got time you’ve got time don’t you dare

give up.
seventeen— the age of concrete-paneled hallways,
pencil shavings, suburban dullness, and my hushed defiance—
those fevered afternoons in the attic, ink-pen lyrics while they

trailed by out the window, backpacks hanging.
classrooms always a noxious haze,    my hands reaching never
touching.        how they called me quiet

         tossed back their heads
while i sat smiled stared dead-ahead till the final bell,

waited for those thursday nights,           faces gliding in and out
         through a fog of smoke, each note quivering—

someday i’d be stadium-hollering,
            strobe lights singeing my body red-hot-purple-golden
while they screeched from the back row, swearing,
      we were wrong       we were wrong,        oh, here it is—

your voice, your high-hill howling, this glittering ignition!

elegy for seventeen

A Memory Passing By

sweltering summer days / bellowing pavement / in step with my dog / the days her joints didn’t 
ache / I took the road with the antique bridge / white stone / cupped by ancient hands / you two / 
pulled up beside me / your tawny car paint / bold in the light / to all the hours that find me / I can 
still see kindred toothy grins / matching green eyes with flickers of stolen sun / oh! how those 
precious moments in time / would latch to my soul / you in your blue flannel / and him with his 
disheveled hair / I choose to remember both of you like that / blood bonded / not baring teeth / 
from the sheets I shred / I build worlds / to appease the howls that haunt me / where you two 
stayed the same / as the day of your small town Sunday drive
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I think I’m meant to be small.
To  whistle with the wind. Unheard but felt 
in the prickling of your skin.

It is the way I imagine god to be
for that rare believer: a presence humming cleanly 
at the crumbling base of all things.

As a child I would search my skin,
frantic to find a pulse, to be certain of life within. 
Quite alive, I’d decide to find God some other day.

Today, I sang aloud
walking through my stolen town.
People forget, but the air does not.
I will stay sounding in the hum of the bells, 
felt by lonely gatherers.

Not at weddings, 
weddings are too big, 
just at funerals.

all my best friends
i kissed and then someone boarded a plane.
all my best lines
i burned into your leather jacket. we hold
half-smoked cigarettes in our pockets until our knuckles crack we 
can’t share a joke because it is too cold to tell any
and we can’t go home because no one knows we are out.
there are bottles in our school bags and hickeys under sweaters 
you let me take the first sip, we resurrect chivalry
you hum a song and i dream over the lyrics.
we board a train that drives through fields
that never seem to stretch out far enough
and none of this is a metaphor:

when we kiss it’s just a kiss
when you leave me you only left me 
when we share a wine bottle
it’s nothing but a wine bottle
and I can spin none of it into salvation 
no matter how many new words i learn.



Heidi Pickover
in response to high school 
romance in e minor
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overhead, the highways press their hips together, 
still scared to kiss. i rip out your throat with my teeth, 
smile through the bloody sweetness. loose a tooth 
in the process.
pick at the loose threads
until our shadows unravel. it is still quiet,
so you try to swallow
my mouth;
we both wince.

how come our bodies can pass in
the grocery store and nothing happens?
i take the mess on my hands to the kitchen 
and make you a sandwich.
cut your glossy heart into thin slices
like ham.
i wash you cherries
and put them into my best bowl.
you can spit
the pits into my palms; i will eat them up.



The summer after senior year, a friend and I jumped off the roof 
into the hot tub. It started with a distressed letter. It was angst, 
and real pain, and brownies, and Goethe.

She drove three hours before I even had an answer written.
Her mascara running down her face, dark stains and wet sunflowers 
on her yellow shirt.

Her cheeks had become a map of what she told her parents 
and what she hadn’t. A treasury of grief and rage, she said, 
“I’m not sure where home is.”

We held each other, shaking in the driveway, trembling, 
knowing tears were medicine, salt and symbols
of regret, sadness, pity. Faustian emotions. Ending emotions.

We were between hell and the future in my back yard. Remember, 
in summer,  a deal sounds like the Top 40. How do you choose
a crossroads when everything intersects?

She deserved to be happy, we all did. We believed. There were no demons, 
just a pitchfork in a far field, just a stolen bottle
of butterscotch schnapps.

She smiled, and the moon smiled a thin grin, thousands of miles away. 
The corner of her mouth, a small twitch, her hand and mine on the bottle. 
She said, “Let’s run away and see the ocean.”

But we settled for something closer to home, 
standing on the shingles, staring at the light 
beneath the whirlpools.

We cannonballed together. I remember splash, the cascade,
the pain of impact. We laughed, because we were still children, 
and glittered.



Alex heard me pull up and came out. 
“Hey.”
“Hey. Where’ve you been hiding?”
“Want to go for a ride?”
“Where do you have in mind?”
 “Nowhere in particular.”
He fired up his CG and we roared out into the night, weaving among the cat’s 

eyes that vanished like shooting stars in the churning blackness beneath our wheels. 
The eyes of a rogue fox lit up in the darkness, two green lights blazing from the shad-
ows at the roadside, then they vanished too.

We play this game where one of us cuts our lights, suddenly disappearing, and 
see how long we can go without getting scared. Too long, Alex says.

We got onto the bypass and Alex really opened up. I hung back a bit, got all set 
up, then came blitzing past him at full throttle, laid back in the saddle like a bed, feet up 
on the handle bars, hands behind my head, smiling at him as I passed.

The look on his face when he turned and saw me. Worth any amount of risk.
I love these little stunts. First I tried riding one-handed, then no-handed... Now 

there’s this one I’m working on, the one that finally got Indian Larry. You get up some 
speed and then stand up on the saddle, arms stretched out like Jesus on the Cross or 
Rose on the Titanic.
I managed to get my feet up under me, get into a crouch, lift my hands off the bars, the 
cold night wind on my cheeks, howling past my ears... One of these days, sooner 
rather than later, I’ll pluck up the courage and stand up all the way.

We ended up – as we always do – wandering the aisles of the 24-hour Tesco in 
Eastbourne, looking for I-don’t-know-what. (Whatever it is, they never seem to have it 
on the shelves.)

I picked up an apple instead.
There’s this girl who works nights there. I’ve seen her quite a few times – always 

picture myself striking up a conversation, fancy myself as “the mysterious apple guy”. 
But I never do.

There’s always something there to stop me: another customer’ll get there first, or 
she’ll go on a break, or – like this time – everything is perfect but I just lose my nerve 
and can’t think of anything cool enough to say.

After that we rode up to Beachy Head (aren’t we lucky to have Britain’s highest 
chalk sea cliff, and world-famous suicide spot, just up the road from home?) We sat on 
the edge looking down on the deaf and distant lights of Eastbourne.

A sign told us that “the Samaritans” are “always there, day or night”.
Another said, “things can only get better”.
When we got back to the bikes there was a police car sitting in a parking bay. I 

could see the guy in the passenger seat looking right at me.
After a brief Mexican stand-off, they got out the car and sidled up.
“Alright, lads? A little late to be out riding, isn’t it.”
No. “Is it?”
“Yes, it is. Why don’t you head on home.”
Because if we wanted to be at home, we’d be at home. “Why?” 
“Listen, are you ‘avin’ a giraffe?”
“What?”
“I said, are you having a giraffe with us?”
“I’m sorry, I don’t know what that means.” Genuinely didn’t. 

“Of course you do. Don’t be lippy with me, boy. It means
you’re trying to have a laugh with us.”

“On this occasion,” said the first cop, “we’ve decided not to
take any action...”

You mean, about that law we didn’t break?

“...We saw your mate throw ‘is bottle back there, so if you’re not careful, we’ll ‘ave 
you for littering. Not to mention arguin’ with a police officer. Now we strongly advise 
you ‘ead ‘ome pretty sharpish. We don’t want to see you again tonight.”

They turned to go, then the first one asked me, “do you have insurance?”
“Yes.”
“Oh yeah? Who’s it with?”
“I don’t know.”
“What do you mean you don’t know?”
“I don’t.” Is that a crime?
“You’re with Europa Group. Remember that next time.” He said smugly, pointing 

his finger at me, then turning to get back in the car.
They’d run a check on our number plates before they’d even got out.
“Then why did you ask?” I said.



our conversations, but we don’t have a recorder. It always feels like we’ve realised 
something revolutionary, ground-breaking – an epiphany so far ahead of the times 
that no-one else would even understand – like we’re on the verge of the meaning of life 
and if we only stay out for one more hour, we’ll get it for sure.

It’s probably more like just which girls at college we fancy.
Anyway, Alex started yawning and I said, “yeah, I’d better go do some college work,” 
and rode home and washed the fox blood off my hands. 



begins with you and me, lip-to-lip and beating fast.
you lean in close and spoon hummus into my mouth, 
whispers of better futures threaded into a shawl around 
your collarbones. we are behind the korean supermarket 
where we are invisible,  swirled into a bubble of our own 
making. like all bubbles, this one pops as soon as i touch 
your cheek too tenderly when i should have bitten
hard enough to leave a mark.

a year later, we duck into the unisex library bathroom
and lock the door, crowding up nose-to-nose. the mirror
is cracked down the side like walnut shells littering the
sea floor but you don’t really care because you’ve snuck
in some hummus and one spoon. it’s a secondhand kiss 
when you lick the spoon and then give it to me, eager to 
place a thin hand over the waistband of my skirt and finally 
let go of who we used to be and enjoy our time now.

in the summer after senior year, your neck is flaming
with sunburn as you knock back peeled baby onions like
pearls sliming down your throat. we are  thigh-to-thigh today, 
your bubbling hand around my waist & pressing into the dips
on my hips. we do not talk about the fact that after this, we won't 
see each other for four years. instead we talk about that time
one of those big dragon fruit seeds got caught in your braces
and i extracted it with my tongue. you give me an anklet that's too
tight when you kiss me and say you love me when really
you just want someone to feed hummus to at night.
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& ariana said god was a woman. my god is either 
a woman or freddie b/c when u hold me, i feel like 
warm putty stretched out over ur fingernails so

hand in hand, we walk out, augmented,
bickering about tv & other mundanities, 
hands drooping in the midsummer heat like

dead worms on the pavement, except darker. 
u look me in the eye once, mouthing at the air, 
shining like there’s milk draping ur shoulders

but all u wanna say is that u can rub arnica
into my shoulders next week when ur parents 
aren’t home & ur sisters are out with their friends.

i wonder if they’re gal pals like soccer teams or
gal pals like us, driving our fingers into each 
other’s palms & tasting the salt on secondhand sips.

u laugh at me when i say this b/c statistically, we can’t 
all be gay, right? hey bhagwan, that would be too much 
for our parents b/c they can’t even deal with one of us.

(freddie, can't u hear us? can't u see we cant our hips 
b/c we wanna become mercurial & proud-brown like u, 
lying together in each other's arms like a constant?

maybe then home will be a place again, a cramped apartment
of our own where u rub the skin of my wrist while we dance in 
our own kitchen after coming home, grinning like kajol in ddlj.)

so i pull u into the space under the bleachers & finger ur acrylics 
while we eat sweetcorn together, sweating salt like the ocean 
but only half as vast. & finally we have come home.

Salone Verma






